Add the conjunctions: Key Stage 2 worksheet

Complete each sentence using an appropriate conjunction.

1. You can’t watch TV ______________ eating your dinner.
2. You can have pudding ______________ a starter ______________ not both.
3. Jacob has not done his homework ______________ he has tidied his room.
4. Fatimah has got ten stickers ______________ Martha only has four.
5. ______________ the film had finished, they went to a restaurant for dinner.
6. ______________ she was far away, she could hear every word they were saying.
7. ______________ the tiger approached its prey, it growled softly.
8. We cannot buy that ______________ it is too expensive.
9. Remember to brush your teeth ______________ you go to bed.
10. ‘It’s a long time ______________ I’ve seen him,’ he said.
11. I would like to buy three chocolate bars ______________ a bag of liquorice ______________
12. I do not have enough money.
13. He appeared calm ______________ the imminent danger.
14. ______________ you finish your peas, you can have pudding.
15. We are not going out to play ______________ somebody owns up.
16. My teacher is strict ______________ kind.